Terri: The Golden Retriever gal is a beauty of a girl, with long legs that support her toned, five foot eight frame quite well indeed.  A little on the bigger side in the middle areas, which perhaps just makes her all the more easy on the eyes.  Her crystal blue eyes settle on the house number as she steps up to the door, giving a few knocks.  The arrangement of the night is for Terri to watch the house and child of Mr. and Mrs. Short, a pair of cats.  Normally this would be a problem for the allergic canine, but as luck would have it, short hair doesn't bother her.  The conversation goes as is ordinary, numbers exchanged, contact information on the fridge.  Only a few sniffles escape Terri, and she blames it on the flowers in the garden- another of her allergies.  Stepping into the house, she adjusts her clothes and sets down her bag.  She's brought along antihistamines, just in case things get bad by some chance.  Stepping into the livingroom makes her eyes widen.  Who would have known that the child of two short haired cats... would be a long-haired cat?
Chi: Chi looks up from her coloring book, and gives an elated smile. "Doggy!!" She drops her crayon on the ground and runs around the coffee table, bumping it and causing the flower vase to wobble. She runs over to Terri and gives her a hug. Chi is short, and still fairly young. Early elementary school. So she only comes up to around Terri's waist.
Terri: A finger touches against Terri's black nose, in a vain attempt to keep the cat's hair and dander out.  She's going to be here with Chi all night.  "Ah, hello Chi." she says quietly, holding off a sniffle.  The cheerful greeting at least does a little to ease her pain.  Well, this is why she brought the allergy pill.  Patting Chi's head, the canine finally gives in and reflexively sniffles... and feels the reaction beginning in her nose as a result.  "How are you?  I'm going to play with you for a few hours."  While mommy and daddy are out, of course, but she doesn't remind the little one of that.  Crossing her eyes, Terri wiggles her nose back and forth.
Chi: "Yay! Playing!" She gives another squeeze to the golden's legs before letting go and getting distracted by the golden's tail. She squeezes between the canid's legs, and starts to bat at her tail.
Terri: The action is up in Terri's nostrils, of course, where the cat's hair tickles and teases the inside walls of her nose.  Even a light sniffle makes the tingling inside her muzzle grow, and the canid's eyes start to water just a bit.  Her tail wags when batted at, not making an accurate reflection of her current mood.  "..Hah.."  Here it comes...  Blinking away tears, Terri quickly pulls a hankerchief from her pocket, keeping it at the ready as she steps back to her pack, free hand digging for the pill.  "Hha, hang on a sec, cutie..  Terri hhah.. has to get something.."
Chi: Still not free of her kitten-like tendancies, she continues to chase around Terri's tail, and even begins to purr. She certainly liked this game. She was hardly listening to anything the golden was saying.
Terri: "Hah.. HAAH!"  The digging gets frantic, but it's no use.  The pill wouldn't stop the sneeze anyway.  Terri's head bucks forwards, a loud "HAAAHCHOOO!" escaping her as her nose and mouth spray fluid into the hanky.  "HAHHHCHOOO!"  A double...  Good way to start the night.  She pulls the pill out, and heads for the kitchen sink.  "Juh.. just a minute, cutie.."
Chi: "EEEEK!" Chi scatters and hides on the opposite side of the couch, peeking around the corner as Terri walks to the kitchen. "Wh-what was that, miss?" Her fur is all floofed out, as she tries to catch her breath from the startle.
Terri: "Sorry, I really needed to sneeze.  I... I'm..  Hahh.."  Terri lifts her head back slowly, eyes shutting.  At least she can sneeze into the sink this time...  "HAHHh.. I'm allergic to cah.. hHAHH!"  Terri tilts back, then snaps her head fowards with an "AAAAAHHCHOO!".  She hears the clatter of something sliding around the sink and falling into the drain, ears twisting to listen.  As she opens her eyes, she realizes what it was.  The pill is no longer in her hand...  Terri sniffles and rubs an arm against her nose.  "Now I'm gonna be sneezing all night..." she complains.
Chi: Chi comes around the corner, fur still floofed out. "That was your sneeze? It's different from my mom's and dad's. Different from mine." She stares out across the kitchen at the golden furred 'doggy' and gives her ears a few curious flicks. She watches Terri with an unusual intensity.
Terri: Terri blushes red under her gold fur.  "Well, I think everyone sneezes a little di.. different."  Sniffle.  "Mine are loud.  Are yours quiet?  Um..."  Her eyes water at the cat, her nose wiggling in place.  "HEhh..  HAhhh..."  A finger across her nose holds back the inevitable.  "S-sorry, they didn't tell me you had long hair.  I'm aller.. HEHHCHHOOOO!"  Terri bucks forwards, the surprise sneeze making her ample chest wobble as she sprays a fine mist out into the air.  "Allergic to-" sniff- "long haired cats."
Chi: Chi flenches some and ducks back around the corner, and then slowly peeks out again. She doesn't really know what allergic is, but she doesn't think to ask. She stares at the canine's nose, fascinated by how different it looks. She gives a nod in response to the earlier question, and her fur begins to lay flat again. She starts to groom her arm, hiding her nervousness.
Terri: Terri sighs, stepping up to Chi and crouching down.  "I'm sorry, I'm not trying to be scary."  Her nose wiggles, eyes lidding a little.  "Ah.." she starts, and stands up.  The gold-furred canine fights against the tickle, holding a finger against her nose.
Chi: Chi watches what the doggy is doing. She likes to put her paw to her nose. It must help somehow. She puts her own paw to her nose, but nothing happens. She gives a little frown, but keeps watching her babysitter.
Terri: "Ah..Ah.."  Terri's eyes water, but the tickle slowly fades away to nothing.  After a pause, she lets out a sigh of relief and crouches again, smiling.  "Whew.  Okay, what would you like to do, Chi?"  Her tail begins to wag legitimately.  Perhaps this night won't be so awful after all.  At least Chi is cute.
Chi: Curiously, Chi leans forward and puts her paw against Terri's nose, as she's seen her do several times. Her floofy paw brushes against the black canid nose, fur tickling what was already sensitive. Of course, Chi thinks she's helping.
Terri: Terri's nose wiggles under the paw, of course, and she reacts in surprise.  "Oh!  No no sweetie, don't do tha..Aaah...HHAHh...HHAAHh.."  The canine stands and rubs her nose, but it's far too late.  The tickle of cat hair is deep inside her muzzle, and her eyes water...
Chi: "Hehehehe" Chi gives a playful laugh. It worked! She must be doing that intentionally. It seems the kitten has found a new game for the night. Poor Terri. Chi suddenlt runs off into the living room.
Terri: "Hey, how is it funny that you're making me snee-...sneeze..  Hahh.."  Terri leans back against the kitchen's door frame, not even bothering to rub her nose this time.  Her snout scrunches as the tickle burrows into her muzzle, tears rolling along her cheeks.  She's not sad, but she's quite allergic...  "HHAH...HAAAH!"  Her nose points up, primed to fire at any moment...  Terri takes short, shallow breaths through her mouth, feeling the allergic reaction grow stronger and stronger...
Chi: Chi looks back towards the kitchen. The doggy's leaning against the door frame, and she's got her nose pointed into the air. Sure seems like she's having fun, Chi thinks.
Terri: "HHHAAAHCHOOO! HAAAHHCHHHOOOO!  HAAAAHCHHHOOOO!"  Three loud sneezes throw Terri forwards, her hands planting on the door frame's other side as she bucks over, generous breasts shaking.  The mist from her sneeze is gone from the air before she opens her eyes, but she knows she probably left some on the wall.  Ugh.  She should have worn another shirt... really.  This one's too tight- she didn't have to dress up, and figured she would just wear old, bad clothes.  But now, with all the sneezing and bouncing around, her chest feels a bit constrained.  Slowly, Terri lifts her head, rubbing her nose against her arm.
Chi: The kitten gives a bit of a jump at the third sneeze. She blinks some, and then remembers what she was going to do. She climbs up onto the table and plucks one of the flowers from the vase. She puts it to her nose and gives a sniff. A moment later, "Ih-tchi--!" a tiny sneeze escapes her body. Perfect, she thought. If the doggy likes to sneeze, maybe this will be easier. It makes her sneeze, after all.
Terri: Terri steps out of the door frame with a sigh.  It's going to be a long night, but at least the pay is decent.  Hopefully it'll be enough to make up for all of this.  The golden canine flops down on the couch, mercifully finding it mostly free of dust.  Not an allergy, but she does have a sensitive nose.  Her eyes wander until they find Chi, and she lifts a brow.  "What're you doing?" she asks curiously.
Chi: "I'm hellllping." She smiles mischeviously, and climbs over to the couch with the flower, managing to not knock the vase over. "Here ya go, doggy. This works better," is all she says before thrusting the poor flower against the canine's sensitive and moist nose. Chi then flops against the couch, and purrs with satisfaction.
Terri: Oh no...  While not especially going to worsen the problem at hand, Terri is definately allergic to flowers, and the bloom now situated on her nose drives the tickle in her nostrils to impossible levels.  "HAhh!  HHAAAH!"  Terri does a 'push-up', lifting her body away from the couch and the offending blossom.  Her breasts hang, a bit of cleavage on display- she didn't button it all the way to the top, after all.  She lifts her head, nose wiggling.  On all fours, she looks rather silly with her mouth hanging open, eyes half-closed and snout scrunched as the sneeze builds.  "HAHah...HHAAAH!"
Chi: "Hehehe," Still finding all of this entirely amusing, Chi, mimicing the doggy, turns around and does a similar pose. All fours, facing the same direction. Though due to the evasive maneuvers that Terri performed, this poses a rather big problem. A big long one, stuck right against her nose...
Terri: The log that breaks the camel's back...  Terri's eyes widen a bit as she finds the tail in front of her face.  "HAhh.."  No stopping it now...  "HAHHH!   HHAAAAH!"  Her head lifts, then shoots forwards, chest heaving back and forth under her.  "HAAAHHSHOOO!  HHAAHHSHOOOO!    HAAAHHCHOO HAAHHCHOOO  HAAAAAHHHCHHHOOOOO!"  Every sneeze shakes her bust, the final managing to break a button off of her shirt and expose a bit more of her large breasts.  Mist sprays through the air, shot from Terri's mouth and nose as her repeated sneezes expell the allergens from her nostrils- temporarily.
Chi: "Myahhahaha. Hehehehe. You're fun, doggy." Chi rolls around on the couch some while laughing, shedding some of her fur on it, of course. She then sits down on the couch and purrs, happy with the results of her game. She then turns and resumes work on her coloring, as though nothing unusual had happened.
Terri: "HAHHHSHOO!  AHHHSHOOO!"  Two more after a pause finish the dog's sneezing, and she presses a paw to her nose, rubbing it.  "Ugh, my allergies..." Terri bemoans after a sniffle.  At least the kid has calmed down...
Chi: Calmer, and actually paying attention some, the kitten gives a confused mew. "Al-ler-gees?"
Terri: Terri gives another sniffle.  "Things that make me sneeze.  I'm allergic to feathers, flowers, perfume, and long-haired cats." she explains.
Chi: Chi wonders to herself is she should share her perfume, but then decides she'd rather keep coloring. "Long haired cats, like me?"
Terri: With a sigh, Terri admits: "Yes, long-haired cats like you.  It's not your fault.  I should have asked your mom and dad what kind of hair you had.  I just figured because they both have short hair..."  Well, the rest is obvious.  The golden retriever sniffles and rubs her arm against her nose, feeling the tickle once again start to invade her senses.
Chi: Chi looks at the doggy with a confused look. She liked sneezing, right? Otherwise she wouldn't keep rubbing her nose. She stares intently at the canine, deep in thought, tail flicking against the back of the couch, and down into the tail groove. The groove had a lot of loose hair in it, but with her size, Chi was mostly just getting the dust and fur stuck to her tail.
Terri: Terri sits up and flops back against the couch properly, letting out a sigh.  Maybe they have some antihistamines in a cabinet somewhere?  "Do you know where your parents keep the medicine?" she questions.  They probably intentionally keep that knowledge away from the kid, though.
Chi: She shakes her head in response. "Nope. My mom brings it to me when I need it. It doesn't taste very good, so I don't know why you'd want any." Scribble scribble.
Terri: Sniffle, sniffle...  Terri stands up and forces herself to walk around, looking for the bathroom.  "Ah.." the tickle is getting bad again.  But maybe, maybe there's one of those behind-the-mirror cabinets that will be the savior of the night.  The gold-furred girl finds the bathroom quickly enough- first door on the left in the hall.
Chi: Being a good little girl, Chi follows her sitter around. As Terri goes into the bathroom, Chi ducks in behind her and begins playing quietly with her bath toys.
Terri: Does the mirror even open?  It's sticking off of the wall, at least...  Usually that means it can be opened.  "Ah..  AH..  AHH!"  She pulls a little harder, looking at her own increasingly desperate face in the mirror.   "HHHAAAASHHHHOOOO!"  Another jerk forwards, another jump from her breasts, another button gone, plinking against the tile.  At least she doesn't feel as bound up, but now her pink bra is showing quite readily.  Though with the mirror sprayed, it's a bit more difficult to see her reflection.  Terri groans, and finally tries the other side of the mirror... which opens easily.  "Of course." she mutters, looking along the shelves.
Chi: Upon hearing the clinking noise, the kitten looks over, and spots something of great interest to her. She can't remember why she wanted it, but she knows she wanted it. Setting down her boat, she comes over to the sink, grabs it off the top, and darts out of the room with a smile on her face. The golden is now alone in the bathroom.
Terri: Nothing of any use in the cabinet.  Terri groans, and picks up the button as she shuts the mirror.  Exiting the bathroom, she exhales a quick sigh.  It can't be too bad, and she's still getting paid.  Just a few hours.  It's no worse than a bad day in spring, right?  ...Okay, it's worse.  The busty canine steps back into the livingroom, looking for Chi.  "Chi?"
Chi: Chi was still running around the room, excited that she found what she had. Of course, she wasn't holding it anymore. She'd already used it. After she got out of the bathroom, she had run into the kitchen and decided to spray her perfume on herself. After applying a little too much, she set it down, and was dashing around by the front door, and around the living room. "I'm right heeeere," she squeals, before running over to the sitter and hugging her legs.
Terri: Sniff sniff...  Terri wiggles her nose as a smell washes over her.  The smell of perfume, which gets her eyes watering.  As if cat hair and flowers weren't enough of a kick in the face!  The tickles kick in yet again, digging slowly into her nostrils.  The golden canine crosses her eyes.  "Gehh...hheh..."
Chi: With Terri no longer talking to her, and content with having found what she was looking for, Chi busies herself again with her coloring. Maybe food will be ready soon, she wonders. Scribble scribble purr.
Terri: "Hhehh.. hhahh..!" At least Chi isn't bothering her.  In one way of speaking, anyway.  Terri tilts her head back, tears rolling down her cheeks again.  "HHAHHh... heh... HHAHHh.."  The girl fights down the tickle, snout wiggling and scrunching this way and that.  She knows it's a losing battle, but she fights it anyway.
Chi: Chi looks over and sees the golden retriever with her nose wiggling again. "Is that more al-ur-gees?" she asks cheerfully, still thinking it's a good thing.
Terri: "I told you I was allergic to perf- hhuhh.. perfume!"  She doesn't have the heart to sound furious.  Really, she isn't.  "I.. I'm gonna sneeze..." Terri warns, craning back.  "Hhahh...HHAHH...!"  A paw presses to her nose, holding it back just a bit longer...
Chi: "Is sneezing a bad thing?" she beings to wonder. She doesn't see anything wrong with it, and it looks fun. She puts down her crayon and kicks idly while talking with Terri.
Terri: "Well, someti- HHAAHhh...- sometimes there's just too mu- HHHHAAHHCHOOOO!   HAAAAHHCHOOO!  HAHHHCHHOOOO!"  Terri doubles over three times, her ample chest bouncing up and down inside her bra as she bucks forwards, spraying into the air.  "Hah... HAAAHHSHOOO!   Nnng.  Too much, maybe."
Chi: "Sneezing too much... isn't fun...? It looks like it's fun." Her tail goes limp and her ears sag some, as she realizes her game hasn't been all that fun for her sitter. She doesn't cry, but she sits there, quietly, staring at her coloring book.
Terri: Chi earns herself a pat on the head from her sitter, and a smile.  "Not your fault, like I said.  I should ha.. have been.. ha.. more.. HA... HAA!"  ...  "Hhhuh.. whew.  ..."  Terri's nose wiggles again, and she rubs it.  "I.. I need something to sneeze into.. I'm.. HUH!  Gonna... HUH!"
Chi: Caught off guard, Chi gives a quiet nod, and hands the doggy her favorite pillow. She had brought it out here before her parents left. Sometimes, little feathers fall out of it, but it feels nice and soft.
Terri: Terri doesn't even think about what she's handed, simply placing it in front of her face as she once again bucks down.  "HHAHh..HHAHHHHSHHOOOO!"   There's a pause...  Something's against her nose.  Actually, in her nose.  Pulling away, Terri spots the feather with a gasp.  There's another stuck to her wet nose, as well...  This won't end pretty.  "HHEhh..  HAAH!   HAAAAH!"  For Terri, feathers spell the end of any sort of fight she could put up.  Most people don't have worse allergies than cats.  For Terri, the worst allergy is feathers, which can make her sneeze non-stop.  Which is about to happen.  "HHAAAAH!"
Chi: Chi winces some, realizing she may have done something she shouldn't have. "How do I make it stop, doggy?" She sounds a little paniced, still upset at herself for letting her game get out of hand before. She wants to help, but doesn't know how.
Terri: "Oh, it's fine, just give me a minuh..UHH!  HHHUUUHCHHOOO!   HUUUHHCHHHOOO!"  Terri jerks forwards, chest shaking.  Thankfully her bra isn't as flimsy or old as the shirt was!   "HHHAHHSHOOO!   HAAAHSHHHHOOOO!"  Eyes shut tight, Terri doesn't really think much of anything as she fires off sneeze after sneeze, spraying into the air.  "HAHHSHHOOO! HAHHSHHOOO!  Hah..HHAAAHHHSHOOO!  HAHCHHOOOO!  HAHHHCHHOO!  HHHHAAAAAHHCCCHOOOO!"   ...Terri flops back against the couch, breathing a bit heavily through her mouth.  "...Let's go play outside." she suggests.
Chi: Chi suddenly perks up. "Outside? Yay!" In a flash, the kitten is over at the front door, waiting to be let out. How easy she is to distract. Before they go outside, Terri opens up a few of the windows to fumigate the perfume, and of course, finds a safety pin for her shirt. The pair then head outside for a while. But that's another adventure.

